
The Global Elite Using Mass Formation
Psychosis to Mislead the Public About
Covid-19 and Vaccinations

This is an excerpt of Joe Rogan interviewing Dr. Robert Malone, an American
virologist and immunologist. He is the inventor of mRNA technology used in
Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. He has since taken a stance that the vaccines
will actually make COVID-19 infections worse and is warning people against
them! Expect to find a lot of negative stuff about this man if you search for
him on Google. The main tool the enemy uses to discredit the message is to
discredit the messenger.

In this talk, Dr. Malone identifies a tool used by governments throughout
history called Mass Formation Psychosis. Hitler used it to vilify the Jews
for Germany’s problems. Lenin and Stalin used it to murder Christians and
everyone who opposed them in their regimes. Mao used it during the Cultural
Revolution to stir up university students to work for him and purge out
anyone who opposed the revolution. Is the world in the midst of mass
formation psychosis right now over how to treat a disease that the vast
majority of the people who get it survive from? My wife Tess got Covid while
she was in the Philippines and got well. She now has natural immunity far
better than any vaccine can give her!

Dr. Robert Malone: How does this happen? How do we have this emergent
phenomenon? The “how question,” right? And you know, behind the “how
question” is the “why question” the how question of a third of the population
basically being hypnotized and totally wrapped up in whatever Tony Fauci and
the mainstream media feeds them, whatever CNN tells them is true.

Let me illustrate that. The other day, I was looking through New York Times’
recent articles about Omicron and pediatrics in preparation for this and for
making some slideshows. And I saw this headline in the New York Times. The
text and the title was “How You Should Think About Children and Omicron.” He
was blatantly saying “this is how you should think. We’re going to tell you
how to think.” okay, people kind of got to get that in their head. That’s the
world we’re in right now. Now, what Mattias Desmet has shared with us,
brilliant insight, is another one of those, “Aha, now that part makes sense.”
Which is that this comes from basically European intellectual inquiry into
what the heck happened in Germany, in the 20s, and 30s, you know, very
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intelligent, highly educated population, and they went barking mad. And how
did that happen? The answer is mass formation psychosis, when you have a
society that has become decoupled from each other, and has free floating
anxiety, and a sense that things don’t make sense. We can’t understand it.
And then their attention gets focused by a leader or series of events, on one
small point, just like hypnosis, they literally become hypnotized and can be
lead anywhere. And one of the aspects of that phenomena is the people that
they identify as their leaders, the ones typically that come in and say, “You
have this pain, and I can solve it for you, I and I alone can fix this
problem for you.” Then they will follow that person through him. It doesn’t
matter whether they lie to him, or whatever, the data are irrelevant. And
furthermore, anybody who questions that narrative is to be immediately
attacked, they are the other. This is central to mass formation psychosis.
And this is what has happened. We have all those conditions.

If you remember back before 2019, everybody was complaining, the world
doesn’t make sense, blah, blah, blah. And we’re all isolated from each other.
We’re all on our little tools. We’re not connected socially anymore, except
through social media. And then this thing happened and everybody focused on
it. That is how mass formation psychosis happens. And that is what’s happened
here.

Now there are ways to get out of it. Mattias’ recommendation is you got to
get people to realize that what we’ve got is a situation of global
totalitarianism. In his experience in Europe, making people realize is a
bigger threat than the virus can cause a separation psychologically, in this
fusion, this hypnosis that is happened. The problem is, then you’re just
substituting a bigger boogeyman for the current one. And somebody else can
come in and manipulate that the real problem, and it gets back to your core
point. We’re sick as a society, and we have to heal ourselves. And one of the
things we have to do is come together, we have to recreate our social bonds.
We have to buy into integrity, the importance of human dignity, and the
importance of community. That’s how we get out of this. And I think that this
insight of Mattias Desmet, is really central to kind of making sense of all
of this crazy.

We got a world in which the press is incentivized to push a storyline because
they’re all controlled by the same large funds that Pfizer is, and so as
tech. I don’t know how we’re gonna get out of it. But it’s got to start with
us. All of us finding common ground.


